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The Arbeitsgemeinschaft was chaired by Dr. W. Bauer (Wuppertal) and Prof.
Dr. L. Illusie (Orsay).

An eS8~ntialpart of the conference was devoted to the development of the basic
notions of log. "a,lgebraic geometry (log. schemes, log. smooth/unramified/etale
morphisms, log. ßatness, log~ group schemes).

Some applicatioIl:s (modular farms, BSD-conjecture for abelian. varieties over
ehar. p-function fields) werr~ discussed.

e After the introduc~ion of log. crystalline and log. etale cohomology the last
lectures concentrat~d on the Fontaine-Jannsen a,t conjecture which (for X
semi-stable of dimension< ?) is proven using the formalisID of Hyodo--Kato
cohomology.
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.. - Introdu·ction

L. lliusie (Orsay)

The theory of log. schemes as developed by Kato, arose from an attempt to
prove the a,t eonjecture in the case of semi-stable reduction.

Assume (A, m, k) is a complete disco val. ring, K := Frac 'A, S .- Spec A,
XIS proper, with semi-stable reduction.

Hyodo introdueed the eomplex wX/s of forms with log. poles along

Y:= X®Ak.

eNY/1c := Oy ®ox wx/s is a complex of loe. free sheaves analogous to the one
eonsidered by Steenbrink in the complex e~e whieh ealculates R'lICD.

H Y = U li, all Yi smooth, intersecting transversally, the sheaf of monoids
My generated ,by loeal bases of the Li := O( - Yi) ®ox Oy, together with the
homomorphism 0 : My ~ Oy eontains all the information needed to describe

Wy/Ic:

w}/Ic is generated by symbols dlog t, t E My, and t~e image of O}/II:' subject
to obvious relations, among which the most important is

o(ti )dlog ti = da(t, )

for ti a loeal generator of L,.

The theory of log. schemes a.xiomizes this. It provides a unique treatment of
deRham eomplexes with log. poles as weH as a nice generalization of the theory
of toroidal embeddings.

Log. schemes: basic definitions and examples I
E. Viehweg (Essen)

A pre-Iog. strueture on a scheme X is a sheaf of (commutative, unitary) mo
noids Mx on X it and a homomorphism Cl : Mx ~ (Ox, .). If

(Mx, Q) is ealled a log. 'structure, and (X, Mx, 0) is a log. scheme.

The forgetful funetor { log sehemes } ~ { pre-log. schemes } has a left adjoint
which is the identity on underlying schemes. One defines direct and inverse
images of log. structures with resp. to morphisIDs of schemes, enjoying the
usua! adjointnes8 property.

The notions of quasi-coherent / coherent / integral / saturated I fine log. sche
mes, charts of such log. structures, charts of morphisms of such log. schemes
were introdueed.
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Example: With the notations of the introduction, let

i i
Y ~ X ~ U := X \ Y = X ®A K .

Then j.(O;' ~ Ou) is the fine log. str. Mx C Ox locally generated
(multiplicatively) by 0x and t l , ..... , t", if l'i is defined by ti.

i-Mx = My

of the introd~ction, and

defines achart of Mx.

•

Log. schemes: basic definitions aod examples 11
R. Weissauer (Mannheim)

Let (X, M) be a fine log. scheme, x E X, G a finitely generated abelian group,
G -+ MiP a group homomorphism st. G ---+ Mi"/O~t= is surjective.

Then P := G XM!.P M~ is a fine monoid, and P -+ M~ can be extended to a
chart Pu -+ Mlu ;n some etale neighbourhood of x.

This observation implies the existence of finite inverse limi~8 in the category
of fine log. schemes as weH as the etale-Iocal existence of charts of morphisID8
of fine log. schemes.

Fora morphism (X, M) -+ (Y, N) of log. schemes the sheaf of relative diffe
rentials w(X.M)/(Y.N) was defined. It was indicated how well-known properties
of the· classical sheaf of relative differentials (such as the exact sequence assa
ciated. to a composition of morphisms) carry over to thenew context of log.
schemes. .

Log. smoothness I
A. Virrion (Rennes)

(X,M)
lf

(Y,N)

(So, Lo)
i l

(5,L)

Let f : (X, M) -+ (Y, N) be amorph. of fine log. schemes. f is called log.
smooth / etale if the underlying morph. of schemes is of fin. pres. and if for aß
comm. ~agram8

where i is a log. thickening of order 1, there exists etale-Iocally / globally
uniquely a morphism (5, L) -+ (X, M) st. the two triangles commute.
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The main part of the talle was devoted to the proof of Kato's '

Local Structure Theorem:
Let f : X -+ Y be a morphism of fine log.· schemes. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
i) / is log. smooth.
ii) V et.-Ioc. charts Qy -+ N 3 et.-Ioc. chart (Px -+ M, Qy -+ N, Q~ P) of
f st.

a) ker hn and (eoker hgp)ton are finite groups of order invertible on X.
b) X -+ Y ®Z[Ql Z[P] is classieallyetale.

Log. smoothness 11
M. Puschnigg (Heidelberg)

Examples of log. smooth and log. etale maps were presented:
i) Log. smooth varieties over (Spec k, triv.), k = k, turn out to be generalized
toroidal embeddings.
ii) Log. blow ups were defined and shown to be log. etale. (In particular, log.
etale does not imply (class.) Hat.)
It was shown that log. unriunifiedness, defined via the log. version of formal un- 
ramifiedness aB in the previous talk, can also be characterized by the vanishing
of Wk/y or an analogue of the Local Structure Theorem.

Any unramified morphism factorizes et.-loc. into an exact log. closed immer
sion followed by a log. etale map.
(Here, / : (X, M) -+ (Y, N) is called exact if

(f"N)~ --+

l
(f·N)~ --+

M~

l
(M~)gp

is cartesian, Vx EX.)

This was used to cODstruct the n-th infinit. neighbourhood and the conormal
sheaf of log. unram. maps. The conormal sheaf of the diagonal ia can. isomor- •
phic to wk/y, and an analogue of the Jacobian criterion holds.

Log. ftatnes8 I
B. Köck (Karlsruhe)

The main topic of this talk was the introduction of log. Hat and log. faith
fully Hat maps between fine, saturated log. schemes. For such a scheme X
these notions give rise to a Grothendieck topology on the cat. (/sIX) of fine,
saturated schemes over X. On the corresponding site x~~g, the presheaves
~m : T ..-. r(T, OT)" and <e:t : T ..-. r(T, M?l') are in fact sheaves.
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Theorem 1: Let e : x~~g ~ Xli be the can. map to the classical fppf. site,
G / x a commutative smooth affine group scheme.
Then: R1e.G~ I~Hom(jJ.n,G) ® <s:,t/<Sm.

Theorem 2: (Hilbert 90)
Let X = Spec A be strictly local.
Then: Hl(X~~9, <G~t) = o.

Log. ftatness 11
P. Schneider (Köln)

Hl(X~~9, <Sm) = CIl/7/.. ® (MV/Ox)~, .;~~f.-

X the closed point of X. ~.

The left hand aide classifies the isomorphism elasses of log. line bundles '~n X.
(By definition, a log. vector bundle on X is aloe. freesheaf of Ox-modules of
finite rank on x~~g.) _.,
Using standard log. faithfully Hat coverings, explieit-line bundles corresponding
to elements of the above right hand side were eonstructed.

In the first part of the talk Thoerem 1 of the previous talk was discussed further
for G = <Sm, X = Spec A strictly local an~ noetherian. Theri the asserti~n

becomes

Since the above formula has a generalization to the first (non-abeli~) co
homology of the sheaf GLn, any log. vector bundle. ia a direct aUID of log.
line bundles. In the secondpart of the talk the classical fppf. descent of log.
structures was discussed. In particular,it was shown to be -essential that the
morphism to descend be of Kummer type.

Log. crystalline 'cohomology I
C. Beckmann (Köln)

In this talk the basic nations of the log. crystalline site were introduced.

Let (S, L) be a fine log. scheme, I C Os a quasi-coh. sheaf of ideals with
a PD-str. "1, mEIN st. mOs = O. For a fine log. scheme (X, M)/(S, L) st.
"1 extends to X, one defines the log. crystalline site (XIS)':!v•.
Objects are of the form (U, T, MT, i, 6), U -+ X etale, (T, MT) fine,
i : (U, M,u) C-.....+ (T, MT) ~ exact closed immersion st. the corr. ideal cames a
PD-'-Str. 5 compatible with "y.

As in the classical ease, it is possible to define a PD-envelope associated to a
closed immersion of fine log. schemes.

If X C-....+ Y ia a clos~d imm. into a log. smooth scheme Y over S, it is p08sible
to compare the PD-envelope D' of X in Y Xs Y to the PD-envelope D 'of X
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in Y. AB as consequenee, one obtains a number of equivalent descriptions of a
cryata! F on (XIS)~~. if such a Yexists.
i) By evaluating at D, one obtains an OD-module together with an HPD
stratification, Le., an isomorphiBm piFD~ p;FD satisfyitig the eoeycle eon
dition, where Pi : D' --+ D are the two projections.
ii) An HPD-stratifieation on FD is equivalent to an integrable, quasi-nilpotent
conneetion \l : FD --+ FD ®Oy w}/s compatible with the eonnection on
OD- Here, the notion of quasi-nilpotency is formulated in terms of the map
dlog : My --+ Oy which is easily seen to give the classical definition on inver-
tible elements.

Log. crystalline cohomology 11
J. Stienstra (Utrecht)

With the same notions of the previous talk, let

log «(XIS)'Og)- x- \uX / s : crll. ---+ et :
F 1--+ (U t-+ global sections of Flu on (UI S)~~.) .

H Y as above exists, one proves as in the classical case:

Theorem: RtJ.~is.F~ FD ®Oy Wy/s·

It was shown how the general case (where such Y doesn't exist) ia reduced to
this situation using standard arguments of cohomological descent .

The second topic of the talk was the

Base Change Theorem: Let

be a commutative diagram of fine log. str. 's, Y quasi-compaet, 1 log. smooth,
integral and quasi-separated. The upper square (hut not necessarily the lower
square) is assumed to be eartesian.
Then, for auy quasi-coherent erystal F on (XI S)':,.~, whieh is Hat over Ox/s,

(X',M')
I' !

(Y',N')
!

(5', L', 1','1')
h.

----+

(X,M)
!I

(Y,N)
!

(5,L,1,'Y) •
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Poincare duality rar log. etale cohomology
c. Nakayama (Tokyo)

The log. etale site x~~g for a fine, saturated (f.s.) scheme X was defined as
follows:
objects: Y -+- X log. etale, of Kummer type (<===} exact), Y fine, saturated.
morphisms: Mor(Yi, Y2) := Mor(!,,/x)(Yi, 1'2).
coverings: ....
One has a log. etale cohomology theory enjoying properties analogous to the
classical theory (log. proper base change, log. compact support cohomology).
Poincare duality theorems were shown to hold as follows: -

Let k be a field, nEIN, (chark, n) = 1, t := (Spe~k, triv.),
9 : Y -+ t log. smooth, Y fine, saturated, connected, 9 compactifiable~

d := dirn Y, j : l'triv C-.....+ Y the strict open immersion of

Yiriv := {y E YI(My /OY)i = 1}.

Theorem 1: Rg!(71/n71) = j!(71./n71)(d)[2d).

If k ia endowed with the standard log. point structure
s -:= (Spec k, (INo -+ k : 1 t--t o)a), f : X -+'s log. smooth, X fine, sa.t., conn.,
f vertical (i.e. 'Ix E X, a E Mx.: 3 b E MT.J(%:) : alb),
f compactifiable, d := dimX, one has

Theorem 2: Rf!(71/n71) = (71/n71)(d)[2d).

Log. group schemes I
K. Kato (Tokyo)

! -,

I:
! .

For an f.s. log. scheme X which is locally noetherian, the five categories

•
(fin/X)c C (fin/X)d C

I I
classical duality

(fin/X)r C

I
representable

(fin/X)e C

I
log. etale-local

(fin/X)!
I

log. Hat-Iocal

of "finite group objects" over X were introduced.
Here (fin/X)c is the classical category of finite co~utative group schemes
over X,
(fin/X)! is the fullsubcat. of sheaves of abelian groups G on X}~g st.

Gy E (fin/Y)c for some covering Y -+ X in x~~g,
(fin/X)r is the fullsubcat. of (fin/X)! of objects which are representable by
an f.s. log. scheme over X, .
(fin/X)e is the full subcat. of (fin/X)J of objects G st.
Gy E (fin/Y)r for some covering Y ~ X in X~:g,

(fin/X)d is the full subcat. of (fin/X)! of objects G st.
G and Hom(G,<Gm } belong to (fin/X)r.
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Example: H K is a complete disco val. field, AIK an abelian variety with semi
stabl~ reduction, then "A := ker[n] extends to an object of (fin/Spec(0K ) )d.

Log. group schemes 11
K. Kato (Tokyo)

One may hope that there is a theory of "log. abelian varieties" and "log. Picard
varieties" .
It was stated that the "Mumford construction" of a log. abelian variety can be
done. Here,one doesn't need the assumption that the base scheme be normal.

The speaker introduced the theory of T. Kajiwara on the log. Jacobian variety •
of a semi-stable curve X. Instead of H 1(X, 0x), Hl(X, MY) plays the key role.
By this new method, one obtains an old result of Oda and Seshadri concerning
the compactification of H 1(X, 0x).

Log. group schemes 111: Dieudonne Theory
D. Ulmer (Tucson)

The talk presented Kato's recent generalization ofDieudonne theory for
Jrdivisible groups to the log. context.

First the classica! situation was reviewed: Definitions and examples of
Jrdivisible groups over schemes of char. p, the Dieudonne crysta! functor .of
Berthelot-Breen-Messing, and their theorem (as completed by Messing) on
the full-faithfulness of the Dieudonne functor.

Then the five categories of log. p-div. groups were introduced. After the de
finition of the target categories of "log. Dieudonne crystals", a theorem was
stated giving an equivalence of categories (under certain·· restrietions on the
base).

In the third and somewhat technical section of the talk, the functor giving this
equivalence was constructed. e
The Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture in char. p
K. Kato (Tokyo)

Let K be a global field of char. p > 0, AIK an ab. Val. Schneider proved the
"prime to p'" part of the BSD conjecture aBsuming P.lll(A) < 00. As Bauer
proved in his thesis, the up-power" part is also true if ~lll.(A) < 00 and if A is
assumed to have good reduction everywhere.

St~dying the log. p-div. group G on SpecoK which extends A{p}1K, the
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speaker was able to generalize Bauer's result to the case dlll(A) < 00, A of
at worst semi-stable reduction everywhere. As was shown in the talk, the L
function of A, the height pairing,lll(A) etc. can be expressed in terms of the
Dieudonne module of G introduced in the previous talk.

Applications to modular forms I
S. Wortmann (Köln)

The aim of this and tbe following talk was to prove the following

"Theorem: (Ulmer)
Let p be a prime, N ~ 5, ptN, nEIN, 0 ~ k :::; p - 1, 0 :::; a ~ p - 2.
For any ch~acter t/J : (71./pn N71)· -+ <n., let

Define n

H(k,n,N,a):= II II E(k,m,N,1/J)
m=O ~=)CQYJ6:(Z/"nNZ)·~·.

pmICODd(~)

•

where X is the Teichmüller character and 1] and 5 run through all possible
characters (71/N71.)· -+ (V., 1 + p71.p -+ (V••

Then the Newton polygon of H(k, m, N, a) (with respect to some fixed embed
ding <Q ~ CQp) lies on" or above the Hodge polygon" aBsociated to the (k +. 2)
tuple (11 ,!2, 12 ; 12: ... , 12) ' 3 ), and they have the same endpoints. Here, 11 ,12,13

'timea
are explicit expressions in N, n, k, P, a, C, 9, where

C := dcusps of ~l(N), 9:= gen~s of X 1(N).

It 'was explained that H(k, n, N,a) ia the charactenstic polynomial of the Fro
benius" acting on H~t~«X/71p)@<Qp)(e, XCI), where

e := (1 >4 id)' )0 sgn : G := (71/N71. )4 J12)' )Q S, -+ JJ2,

X the can. resolution of X := E XI Xl • .. xIE, I -+ X 1(N)pp the Igusa covering
of level pn, E the pull back of the universal object.
From this it was deduced that the Newton polygon of H( k, n, N, a) lies on or
above the Hodge polygon aBsociated to (hO, ... , h"+l) where

I
I
i"
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Applications to modular forms 11
U. Jannsen (Köln)

In this lecture, the Hodge numbers hi were investigated furt.her.

First, tbe resolution X was described. It is obtained by a sequence ~f k - 1
blow ups and admits a.I:l action of the group G.

One shows

Proposition 1: a) H;(X,n~)(e) ~ H;(X,wg)(e),

(j, i) =1= (0; k + 1), (1; k + 1) .

b) Tbere ia an ex. sequence

o -+ H°(.x,n~+l)(e) -+ H°(.X,w~+l)(e)-+ HO(C, Oe)~

~ Hl(X,n~+l)(e). -+ Hl(X,wr1 )(e) -+ 0,

where C := { cusps of I}.

Proposition 2: H;(X,w:x.>~ H;(X, ws..),Vi, j.

Here, X and X are tbe log. schemes with underlying schemes X and X whose
log. atructure ia defined by tbe fibres over C.
For X this divisor iJ ia of normal croasings, and one deduces

w!. == ng(log D) .

Altbough for X the log. atructure ia not of this form, it is posaible to cal
culate wlJI = EB:=l PiwitI and R;f.w~l(e) by the Künneth formula since
f : X = &. xl··· xl~ -+ I islog. SIDooth.

Then one uses tbe Leray apectral sequence and the Gauß-Manin connection
to compute H;(X,w~)(e). .

Prop. 2 ia deduced from the fact that X -+ X ia log. etale and has rational
singularities.

For Prop. 1 one needs to know more about X and D.

Hyodo-Kato cohomology I
C. Deninger (Münster)

Tbe &im of this talk was to introduce Hyodo-Kato cohomology together with
the Frobenius action r.p and the monodromy operator N.
First the analogue of the classical Cartier isomorphisffi for log. schemes /TFp

was established.
(In addition to log. sffioothnes8, the morphism is required to be "of Cartier
type" .)

•
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For f : Y -+ s := (Spec k, stand. log. point), k a perfect field of char. p > 0,
Y a fine log. scheme, Hyodo-Kato cohomology is defined as

Rf(Y/Wn ) := Rr(y/Sn , Oy/sn ) E D+(Modwn ) ,

where Wn := Wn(k), Sn := (Spec Wn, (INo ~ Wn : 1 t-+ O)Ci). As in the classi
ca! case, the Cartier isomorphism turns out to be central in the proof of the
following

Theorem: If f is log. smooth and of Cartier type, there is a q-l-linear map

t/J : Rr(y/Wn ) ~ Rr(y/Wn )

st. CfJo1/J = 1/Jo<p = pT, where r:= SUPYEyrky(w},,)y.

By the procedure explained in Beckmann's talk, one aBsociates to the
crysta! K := RfcrllU(OY/Tn ) (for -Tn := (Spec Wn, triv.» the complex
K(Sn/Tn) = Rr(y/Wn ), which carries a connection N. -

Hyodo-Kato cohomology 11
G. Kings (Münster)

Theorem: (Hyodo-Kato)
Let (A, m, k) be a. complete disco val. ring of unequal char., chark = p, k p~rfect,
K := FracA, 11" E m prime, E(1f) := (SpecA, (lNo~ A : l.~ 1r)Ci), (X, M) fine,
f : (X, M) -+ ~(1f) log. smooth, proper, Y := X ~A k.
Then there is a can. isomorphism

A... : K ~W(A:) l~W(Y/Wn ) --::.. H'DR).og(XK / K) .

The subject of the talk was to sketch Ogus's proof of the above theorem":-

For simplicity, we assumed A = W(k). As was shown, both sides can be re
written as global sections of a certain crystal E in a derived category on two
different objects of (s/Tn ), where Tn := (Spec Wn , triv.). To construct the iso
morphism powers of the Frobenius were used to get isomorphisms modulo high
powers of 1r. A lemma of Ogus guarantees the convergence of this cODstruction.

The weight filtration on the Hyodo-Kato cohomology
T. Zink (Bielefeld)

Using the same notations aB in the two previous talks, let

Ir;;(Y) := Ko ®W(Ic) ~Jr"(Y/Wn),.

Ko := Fra.c W(k), Y/s a log. scheme.
Let N be the nilpotent monodromy operator on H~(Y),

oC Wo C ... C W2T = H:;(Y) the aBsociated filtration.
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If q := Uk < 00, nEIN st. <pn is linear, the Monodromy Conjecture predicts
that the eigenvalues of <pn on Gr]VH::(Y) are alg. integers of ahs. values qin/2.

In the lecture, a method of Steenhrink was presented to prove the eonjeeture
under the following assumptions:
a) Etale-Iocally, (Y, N) is isomorphie to (Spee k[lNol, can.).
b) Y is proper of dimension ~ 2.
If only a) is satisfied, the Steenhrink speetral sequence ean still be shown
to exist, degenerate at E"J and eonverge to a filtration of H~(Y) with pure
subquotients.

The Fontaine-Jannsen Cd-conjecture I
M. Flach (Heidelberg)

Let K be as before. The ·first part of the leeture eoncentrated on Fontaine's
construction of the rings Bai. C B.t C BcI.R. In partieular, BcI.R and B. t were
seen to he equipped with GK-aetions and filtrations, and Bd to earry operators
cp and N.
Theorem: (Faltings)
Let XK/K be smooth·and proper. There exists a natural isomorphism

HDR(XK/K) ®K BdR ~ H;t(XK'~P) ®<Qp BdR

comp. with filtratioDs, GK-actions, Poincare duality, cup-produets. and cycle
cla.sses.

H X K has a regular model X/A st. Y := X ®A k ia a regular NGD, then
H'bR(XK/K) = H;t(Y) ®Ko K, and the above would be implied by the

C.t-Conjecture: There exists a natural isomorphism

H:t(Y) ®Ko B.t ~ H;t(X"j{J ~p) QS)<Qp B.t

comp. with filtrations, ... , cp and N.
From this, it would be possible to recover H:t(Y) from H;t(XKJ~P) and viee
versa. If X is smooth, H;t(Y) = H;"y.(Y), ~d the conjecture follows from
another theorem of Faltings. As was pointed out by the speaker, the above ean
be generalized to a C:S-Conjecture (involving Hk.I-~t). Also, B.t has a log. e
crystalline deseription.

The Fontaine-Jannsen G.t-conjecture 11
P. Berthelot (Rennes)

In this tallt, the main steps of Kato's proof of the C.tt-conjecture for
dimXK < lj!,XK with semi-stabl~ reduction, were presented:

Endow E:= SpeeA and X with the usuallog. structures, Tn := (Wn,triv.),
~:=:= SpecA.
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1) hn := En -+ En • Then hn,ay•• (0"f"IT,,) ia a Hat crystal on (En/Tn)crv•.
If Dn = (SpecRn, (INo -+ Rn: 11--+ t)Q) ia the PD-envelope of the kernel of
Wn[t] -+ An : t ....-+ 1r, then hn,all.t.(OEnIT")D,, has a connection defining N.

2) Hm«Xn/Tn)a1l.' 0X"ITn) ~ (H:;(Y) ®Ko B.t)N=O canonically.

3) One defines a complex K~~~(r) on (Xn)et for r < p. For r < p - 1,

4) The desired morphism a can then be defined by composing the induced map
on cohomology. To see that it ia an isomorphiam, one ia reduced (by Poincare
duality) to m = 2 . dirn XK, where the assertion follows from the compatibility
of a with the cycle map.

Berichterstatter: J. Wildeahaus (Münster)
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